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Abstract This article examines the distinct ways in which the Jewish condition was perceived
during the Enlightenment in the port city of Livorno, arguing that the privileged status of cer-
tain mercantile Jewish communities could be a force for conservatism and not necessarily
a trigger of emancipation. On the basis of literary and governmental sources, including the
little-known ironic philosophical dialogue Les Juifs (Livorno, 1786), and an analysis of Tus-
can municipal reforms, it appears that Livorno offers an alternative model of integration to the
better-known Prussian and French cases. The Tuscan government and intellectual elite did not
consider the useful Livornese minority in need either “to be improved” or better “integrated
into society,” and thus the Enlightenment critiques of Jewish society typical of French and
Prussian reformers and the calls for Jewish self-improvement that characterized the Haskalah
are not applicable to Livorno. However, the notion of utility that defined the Livornese com-
munity during the Old Regime was not a station on the road to emancipation. Jewish utility in
Livorno did not bring about greater civil rights for individual Livornese Jews. Rather in both
function and perception, it contributed to the arrested political integration of Livornese Jewry
in the 1780s compared to events in all other Tuscan Jewish communities
After the publication of Christian Wilhelm Dohm’s work On the Civil Im-
provement of the Jews in 1781 and the promulgation of Joseph II’s Toler-
anzpatent in 1782, debates in Western European Enlightenment circles in-
creasingly focused on concrete political questions regarding the integration
of the Jews into the larger society—with the exception of the Tuscan state.
Recent scholarship has emphasized that the Jewish condition did not repre-
sent a major theme of discussion in Tuscan public opinion in either Jewish or
gentile circles. The absence of a public debate about the Jewish condition in
Tuscany has been presented as a manifestation of the disinterest in the “Jew-
ish question” on the part of the protagonists of the Tuscan Enlightenment.1
Given the size and the importance of the Livornese Jewish community (com-
monly referred to as Nazione Ebrea), however, this lack of interest seems
I am grateful to the participants in the Michaelmas 2007 Seminar in Modern Jewish History
at the University of Oxford, as well as to Lois Dubin, Omri Elisha, Talya Fishman, Federica
Francesconi, Ben Nathans, David Ruderman, Elli Stern, and Kenneth Stow for their helpful
observations and remarks on earlier versions of this essay.
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counter-intuitive. By the mid eighteenth century, Livorno hosted the second
largest community in Western Europe, after that of Amsterdam, numbering
approximately 4000 souls. The port counted a percentage of Jewish inhab-
itants (10% of the entire population) perhaps unequaled in any other urban
center in Western Europe throughout the early modern period.2
In fact, as I will argue below, the specific situation of the Tuscan port of
Livorno did raise a set of questions, but they differed from those that preoccu-
pied Prussian reformers and Jewish enlighteners (maskilim). This essay takes
a two-pronged approach to illuminate the perceptions and facts of the Jewish
condition in late eighteenth-century Livorno and suggests that the Livornese
example provides a significant alternative to prevalent models of Jewish in-
tegration.
The first part of the article concentrates on the little known pamphlet Les
Juifs as an example of the peculiarities of Livornese Jewish integration vis-
à-vis Prussian and maskilic models, claiming that the diffused perception of
the Jews’ utility and acculturation prevented the emergence of a debate over
the Jewish condition in the port city. Moving from this consideration, the
second part of the article addresses the concrete obstacles that the elite of
the Nazione Ebrea, highly integrated from a socio-economic point of view,
encountered along the path of political inclusion.
Les Juifs
Les Juifs, a curious pamphlet in French published in Livorno in 1786, pro-
vides important insights that allow a comparative view of the different Tus-
can and Transalpine takes on the Jewish question in the 1780s.3 The action
of Les Juifs takes place in a Livornese coffeehouse, the Caffè del Greco,4
managed by “an honest Greek” named Stephano, who would have reminded
any lettered Italian reader of the character of Demetrio, the Greek manager of
the fictional coffee shop immortalized in Pietro Verri’s Il Caffè (1764–1766),
the most influential voice of the Italian Enlightenment.5 Stephano’s shop,
just like Demetrio’s café, is presented as the cosmopolitan, elegant and well-
lit meeting place of all the foreigners in town, whose decorous interior and
ambience of politesse invites learned discussions and political conversations
among its diverse patrons.6
The work captures the fictional conversation between two learned Livor-
nese Jews, Jeremie Pouf, le pleureur (“the whiny”), and Jonas Gay, l’enjoüé
(“the enthusiast”), who meet at the café and exchange literary and politi-
cal opinions prompted by the recent Italian translation of Die Juden (“The
Jews”), the earlier of the two Jewish plays by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing
(1729–1781).7 The Italian translation of Lessing’s play, entitled Gli ebrei,
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Commedia in un atto del Sig. Lessing (“The Jews, comedy in one act by Mr.
Lessing”), appeared in Livorno in 1786.8 It was published by Giovan Vin-
cenzo Falorni and translated from the French edition by Luigi Migliaresi,9
a bookseller and publisher later known for his revolutionary sympathies.10
Considering Migliaresi’s political leanings and the established Livornese tra-
dition of Enlightenment printing,11 it is not surprising that Lessing’s play
received its first Italian translation in the port city.
Soon after the appearance of Migliaresi’s translation, the Falorni press
published Les Juifs, dialogue Entre M. Jérémie Pouf et M. Jonas Gay au Caffè
de Grec, à l’occasion de la publication de la Comédie des Juifs originaire-
ment au Allemand per Monsieur Lessing Traduite en français, et dernière-
ment en Italien (“The Jews, dialogue between Mr. Jeremie Pouf and Mr.
Jonas Gay, on the occasion of the publication of the Comedy of the Jews,
[written] originally in German by Mr. Lessing, translated into French, and
recently into Italian”).12 The author claimed to be a certain François Gariel,
“Citoyen de Paris, ci devant Caissier de Monsieur frère du Roi de France”
(citizen of Paris, formerly cashier of the King of France’s brother).13
The identity of Gariel remains somewhat of a mystery. We may never
know whether he was in fact Parisian as the frontispiece of Les Juifs claims,14
or something completely different altogether, as I suspect.15 Needless to say,
the identity of Gariel and his provenance ultimately bear on our interpretation
of the pamphlet. Because of elements internal to the text and the historical
circumstances of Livorno at the time, I suggest that this author was residing
locally, although most likely he was not Jewish. Some precise references to
Tuscan towns and Livornese topography in the text indicate that Gariel was
familiar with the area. His familiarity with Migliaresi’s milieu and his Italian
translation of Lessing suggests that he must have sojourned in the port city
some time in 1786, but there is no evidence to prove that Gariel had any per-
sonal involvement with the Livornese Jewish community. His treatment of
Lessing’s play and of its Italian translation was, however, informed, sympa-
thetic, and above all distant from the contemporaneous Prussian and French
discussions about the condition of the Jews.16
This approach fuels speculation that “François Gariel” may have been
the pseudonym of a Livornese author in Migliaresi’s circle. A likely candi-
date is the French-born poet, translator, and literary critic Salvatore Giovanni
de Coureil, a man known for his (often biting) essays on Italian theater.17
Both Migliaresi and de Coureil were associated with the Accademia dei Po-
lentofagi (“Academy of the polenta eaters”), a literary academy founded in
Pisa in 1785 and later known for its Jacobin sympathies.18 De Coureil is
known to have had a favorable opinion of Hebrew poetry and an admiration
for Jewish contributions to commerce and education.19
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Lessing’s Die Juden
The Livornese pamphlet could be aptly described as a critical review of Less-
ing’s play, couched as an ironic, philosophical dialogue. G.E. Lessing wrote
Die Juden in 1749 and revised it over the next four years before first publish-
ing it in 1754.20 This comedy in one act and twenty-two scenes takes place on
the estate of a baron, whom a mysterious traveler, possibly a merchant, had
just saved from the assault of two bearded highway robbers.21 At this point
in Prussian history any man with a long beard was assumed to be Jewish. In
the summer of 1748, Frederick the Great of Prussia had promulgated a law
that prohibited Jews from shaving their beards; the law itself was designed to
prevent Jews from passing as Christians and to facilitate the identification of
Jewish thieves.22 Lessing’s play does not refer explicitly to the “beard law,”
but the plot should be understood in light of that context. By alluding to their
bearded chins, Lessing presented the highway robbers to the audience as pre-
sumably Jewish. We later discover that the two thieves are none other than
Martin Krumm, the bailiff of the baron’s estate, and Michael Stich, the village
headman, who had disguised themselves as Jews by wearing fake beards.23
The play moves along with a classic series of twists and turns. During the
course of the action, the traveler engages in several conversations that display
his generosity of spirit and enlightened views, while the baron and most other
characters express harsh judgments about Jews and their alleged greed.24
Eventually, the traveler catches Krumm with two fake “Jewish” beards in
his pocket. Alerted by the stranger, the baron discovers the identity of his
attackers and, overcome by gratitude, he decides to reward the traveler with
property and with the hand of his daughter. At this point, the stranger is forced
to reveal his identity. He is a Jew! When the baron insists that he at least
accept his property as a gift, the Jewish traveler refuses, but asks the baron to
be less sweeping in his judgment of Jews, adding that he always considered
the friendship of another human being, be he Jewish or Christian, precious
beyond measure.25 As the play ends, the baron tells his new friend that Jews
would be very worthy of respect if only they were all Jews like him; the
traveler replies that Christians would be lovable, if only they all possessed
the baron’s qualities.26
It has been repeatedly noted that Lessing’s traveler was not only the
first educated Jew in German literature, but also one who was thoroughly
acquainted with the basic tenets of the Enlightenment.27 An attentive
eighteenth-century German audience might have recognized him as a travel-
ing businessman, characterized by his affable manners and diplomatic skills
and would have granted him the status of a hero because of his perspicacity
and courage.28 As a member of the middle-class, presented as rational, brave
and literate, the mysterious Jewish traveler was the sole character in the play
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with whom most contemporary German readers could have identified. The
playwright cast him in better light than the baron, described by a critic as
“ineffectual. . . and parochial,” or the other lower-class characters. Lessing’s
novelty and daring in casting a Jewish character as the only role model are
remarkable.29
The Livornese critique of Lessing’s play
The author of Les Juifs introduces himself as the faithful spectator of a con-
versation of such philosophical worth that he could not help but publish it.
Of particular interest is Gariel’s signature at the bottom of the preface: Le
Tolerant.30 Gariel also alludes to the fact that Livornese readers will find
in the work “things that they know by heart,” but since sometimes a small
“bagatelle” may have broader fortune than a “perfect work,” the dialogue
might reach readers who have never been to the port and will find it enter-
taining. Gariel here hints at the conditions enjoyed by the corporate nations
that lived in the port city of Livorno, as if to advise readers that the unique
privileges of the eighteenth-century Livornese Jewish community are the fil-
ter through which the conversation between Jeremie and Jonas should be
viewed.31 Finally, the ironic tone of Les Juifs, signaled from the beginning
through a reference to Voltaire’s Candide, warns the reader that the dialogue
abounds with semiserious twists and ambiguities.32
In the course of their conversation, Jeremie and Jonas express several
qualms about Lessing’s play, the first being its lack of credibility. This per-
spective evokes a well-known eighteenth-century reaction to Die Juden, pub-
lished by J.D. Michaelis, orientalist and biblical scholar at the University of
Göttingen, who had criticized Lessing’s characterization of the mysterious
traveler as unbelievable; this Jewish character, said Michaelis, was too no-
ble to be real.33 Lessing rebutted the accusation, claiming that such nobility
would be just as rare among Christians. Jeremie, however, takes a differ-
ent tack: he is displeased that most of the Christian characters lack credi-
bility. The two beard-wearing assaulters are especially troublesome, he ob-
serves, if one were looking for verisimilitude.34 Jeremie does not believe
that respectable officers like a bailiff and a village headman could ever be-
have as they do in the play. The fact that Lessing portrays two Christians as
wicked in order to exalt the commonly oppressed Jewish nation is particu-
larly bothersome.35
The ironic twist of this statement is not lost on the reader. In Lessing’s
play, the Jewish traveler expressed his love for all of humanity and demon-
strated his noble nature by helping a fellow human being in trouble. Princi-
ples of universality and reason shaped the traveler’s behavior in Die Juden,
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proving that the Jew was on a par with the Christian baron. Jeremie, however,
questions Lessing’s own understanding of the “law of nature” and the “rights
of peoples.” According to Jeremie, Lessing violates the sanctity of religion
by having his characters behave as they do, for whether the characters of the
play are “Calviniste, ou Luthérienne,” Christianity has the same principles as
Judaism.36
Jeremie’s perspective is that of a Jewish humanist who believes that all
faiths have the same principles: the wrong done by Lessing to Protestantism
horrifies him. Evidently, Jeremie speaks from a place of entitlement and
safety, and in this sense, he is quite different from Lessing’s traveler, who
hid his identity knowing of the baron’s aversion to Jews.37 For Jeremie that
Judaism is a rational religion is taken for granted, and he underscores his
assumption with a poignant comparison. Unlike the bailiff and the village
headman in Lessing’s play, he asserts, the not-so-savage indigenous inhab-
itants of Canada never violate natural law or offend against the rules of
hospitality.38
The second large thematic area addressed critically in Les Juifs is the de-
piction and treatment of Jews. The interlocutors begin with a jibe at the fake
beards that allowed the two villains to pass as Jews.39 Jonas points out that
he has just shaved his beard to Jeremie’s initial surprise, and makes a case for
shedding this alien sign of Jewishness, recommending that “all our brethren
in Germany, Holland, Alsace, Lorraine, Poland and Prussia” do the same.
After all, he states ironically, there is always the option to paste on a fake
one, should one miss his facial hair! Only the Levantine Jews do not have
to worry, because everybody around them is bearded, and there is no risk
that someone would wear a fake beard in order to pass as Jewish.40 Toward
the end of the conversation, Jeremie informs his friend that he, too, has de-
cided to shave his beard.41 Indeed, research has emphasized that the beard
was foreign to Italian Jews during the eighteenth century and that it car-
ried a “very distinctly Oriental flavor” not only for Christians, but for Jews
themselves.42
Jeremie is also displeased by the numerous ostensibly anti-Jewish pas-
sages in the play, voiced by Krumm, the baron, and the traveler’s servant,
Christoph. At the beginning of Die Juden, Krumm complains that all Jews are
crooks and thieves, a race worse than plague and cursed by God.43 Jeremie
describes this representation as “impertinent.” Jonas acknowledges the ex-
istence of deep anti-Jewish prejudices among the populace, but prefers not
to comment on the scene.44 Jeremie agrees that it is impossible to uproot
all ancient prejudice, noting that it is imbibed with mother’s milk. He goes
on to assert that one must be content with the protection and the privileges
the rulers grant Jews. However much the rabble yell, Jews demonstrate their
gratitude to rulers wholeheartedly, generously and with zeal, in both good
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and bad times.45 He also wonders whether the wish expressed by the baron
at the end of the play that all Jews were like the mysterious traveler reflected
a belief on Lessing’s part that there are no honest people in the Jewish Na-
tion.
Finally, he thinks Christoph’s disrespectful comment (likewise toward
the end of the play) simply absurd. Once the traveler reveals his identity,
Christoph is shocked to learn he had been serving a Jew. He accuses the trav-
eler of having offended the whole of Christianity by taking “an honest Chris-
tian” as his servant, although eventually, touched by the traveler’s generosity,
Christoph decides to continue staying with him.46 After all, notes Jeremie,
in Livorno there is no Jewish house without Christian domestic help, wet-
nurses, or teachers, all of whom are very well treated. Besides, Jeremie adds,
what is common in Livorno is common elsewhere, because the Jews cannot
use Jewish help during the Sabbath.47
Jeremie’s comment about Christian domestic help in Jewish households
highlights Livorno’s situation as it points to a passage in the Livornina char-
ter of 1591–1593. Chapter XLII of this edict allowed Jewish settlers in the
port city to hire “Christian servants and wet-nurses, as need occurs, to feed
[their] children” and permitted them “to keep them in [their] homes, freely in
the same way as it is practiced in Ancona, Rome, and Bologna,” all centers
located within the Papal state.48 Canon law, however, had always prohibited
Jews from hiring Christian domestic help.49 It is thus ironic that Jeremie’s
comments, by calling attention to the unique privileges of Livornese Jewry,
might also remind readers of the Jews’ alleged power over Christians in the
port city.50
The conversation concludes with praise of the Livornese Jewish commu-
nity, which Jonas articulates on several levels. First, the notion that there
could be such a thing as a Jewish highwayman is mistaken. The Jewish com-
munity takes care of its poor; Jews also give alms to poor Christians, because,
rich or poor, they regard gentiles as their brothers. Moreover, their industri-
ousness has put Livornese Jews at the head of the commercial elite, not only
in the Levant but in the rest of the world, and it has caused their wealth to
accumulate in the commercial capitals of Europe and the Levant (“à Londres,
à Paris, à Amsterdam, à Strasbourg, à Metz en Prusse,51 à Constantinople, à
Smyrne, etc., etc., etc.”). The rulers who benefit from this commerce allow
Jews to practice their trade widely and peacefully and treat them in the same
way as their other subjects. Finally, Jews are grateful for the esteem that hon-
est people show them and do not care that the rabble does not love and even
despises them. They do not despise anybody and always forgive those who
offend them.52 On this note, the two men decide to leave the coffee shop and
go for dinner in the countryside in order to “philosophize” together. Gariel,
“le Tolerant,” watches the two friends as they exit, not before having ordered
two lemon sorbets.
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Perceptions of the Jewish condition in Livorno at the time of the
Enlightenment
Les Juifs’ ironic commentary highlights the diversity of the Livornese Jew-
ish model compared to the tropes of discrimination and toleration familiar to
us through German Enlightenment literature. Remarkably, Jeremie and Jonas
find Die Juden disturbing in its discussion of Jews and they cannot relate to
Lessing’s ideological goals. The two friends’ displeasure at Lessing’s nega-
tive observations about Jews demonstrates a radically different understand-
ing of Jewish status and condition from that of Prussian thinkers. Indeed, that
the interlocutors focus on negative details and anti-Jewish comments under-
scores the stipulation of European bureaucrats such as C.W. Dohm that Jews
could be considered equal human beings and citizens only if they underwent
a process of civil and moral improvement. The exceptionality of the Livor-
nese situation contrasts with the perceived inferiority of Ashkenazi Jews in
German lands.53
The sense that Jews are inferior to Christians or that their social and moral
condition needs to be improved is nowhere to be found in the dialogue. In
fact, Jeremie and Jonas do not dwell at all on the overall message of toler-
ation that Lessing meant to convey in Die Juden. Though the author of the
work signs his introduction as “Le Tolerant,” it is evident that the two Jewish
protagonists do not conceive of themselves as members of a tolerated com-
munity even though they acknowledge that the populace may be hostile to
Jews.
Thus, Les Juifs does not promote Jewish emancipation. Rather, it pro-
ceeds from the assumption that the authorities under which Livornese Jews
live treat them exactly like all their other subjects because of their crucial
contribution to the state’s economic growth. To borrow a concept introduced
by Lois Dubin, the two friends see themselves as participating in a condi-
tion of privileged “subjecthood.”54 The status of the Livornese community
is a matter of pride for Jonas, who rhetorically links Jewish economic im-
portance and the privileges bestowed on the Nazione Ebrea by the Tuscan
authorities.55 The observation is grounded in real facts. Unlike the other for-
eign corporate bodies that resided in Livorno, the Jewish community was
legally recognized as a “subject nation” by the Tuscan authorities because
of its economic merits, and, hence, it was treated as a special political body,
autonomous yet dependent on the Government of the city.56
As mentioned at the beginning, the Jewish condition did not represent
a major theme of discussion for the Tuscan Enlightenment. Even after the
promulgation of the Toleranzpatent by Joseph II in 1782, which fostered an
international debate over the concession of civil rights to Jews,57 Florentine
periodicals published only few notices of Jewish interest.58 Les Juifs helps
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shed light on the reasons for such difference with contemporary Transalpine
preoccupations. The silence of Tuscan reformers and ideologues concerning
the Jewish status in the Grand Duchy, I would argue, had nothing to do with
an alleged lack of interest in the Jewish condition. Rather, very possibly the
Tuscan intellectual elite did not consider the Jewish minority or at least the
large Livornese community in need of reform or of better integration into
civil society. The utility of Livornese Jewry, like that of the port Jews of
Trieste examined by Lois Dubin, was evident to non-Jewish observers in late
eighteenth-century Tuscany.
The usefulness of the Livornese Nazione Ebrea appears to be a rhetori-
cal constant not only of government policies and secret reports, but also of
literature in the public domain, such as the pamphlet Les Juifs. The Livor-
nese perspective thus appears radically different from that of both Prussian
ideologues like Lessing and Dohm and of the maskilim, who likewise cham-
pioned a message of self-reformation. This factor, and not political disinter-
est, needs to be taken into account to explain the absence of a public debate
about the Jewish condition in Tuscany during the 1780s. Because of their
perceived utility, the Enlightenment critiques of Jewish society typical of
Prussian reformers and the calls for Jewish self-improvement that charac-
terized the Haskalah did not apply to the Tuscan case.
Livornese Jews and economic utility
Les Juifs could be thus understood as a late-eighteenth-century variation
on the rich discourse about Jewish utility that had emerged in the previ-
ous century.59 The argument for the toleration of the Jews on the grounds
of their commercial, and hence social, usefulness was first employed by two
seventeenth-century Jewish apologists, the Venetian Simone Luzzatto (1583–
1663) in his Discorso circa il stato de gl’Hebrei et in particolar dimoranti
nell’inclita città di Venetia (“Discourse concerning the status of the Jews, par-
ticularly those dwelling in the noble city of Venice”) (1638) and the Dutch
Menasseh ben Israel (1604–1657) in his Humble Addresses to the Lord Pro-
tector (1655), concerning the readmission of the Jews to England.60 Luz-
zatto’s views were later echoed by John Toland in his Reasons for Natural-
izing the Jews in Great Britain and Ireland (1714).61 Luzzatto was the first
Jewish thinker to invoke economic utilitarianism as a framework for Jewish
toleration. In his view, the doge and the Venetian government should allow
Venetian Jews, then threatened by a decree of expulsion, to remain in the city,
because they performed mercantile tasks that did not undermine the socio-
political status quo and, in fact, greatly benefited the Venetian economy. Jew-
ish enterprise was morally justified and necessary within the broader context
of the state’s development and economic growth.
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The perceived usefulness of Jewish merchants was the reason why the
Medici government had invited Ponentine and Levantine Jews to settle in
Livorno and granted them extensive privileges with the so-called Livornina
edict of 1591–1593, in the hope that their presence would boost the port’s
economy.62 It appears that by the mid-eighteenth century the concept of Jew-
ish utility for the commercial development of Livorno was part and parcel
not only of governmental memoranda, which never failed to reiterate the eco-
nomic usefulness of the Livornese Jewish community and their long-standing
privileges in the port, whenever the authorities were called upon to legislate
on matters concerning this group – but also of public discourse.
The mid-eighteenth century was a time of general economic decline and
desire for structural economic reforms on the part of the Tuscan government.
Tuscan economic thinkers started focusing their attention increasingly on
agriculture, land reform, and the export of agricultural produce.63 For their
part, Livornese journals of the 1750s launched a defense of commerce and
the port’s economic prerogatives and specificities. The two main Livornese
periodicals of the middle of the eighteenth century, the Magazzino Italiano
(1752–1754) and the Magazzino Toscano (1754–1757), modeled after Eng-
lish examples and aimed at a non-specialist public of merchants,64 readily
co-opted the figure of the Jewish merchant in support of their argumentations
in favor of trade. Their positive comments about the Jewish presence in the
city exemplify a Livornese variant of the “late mercantile philosemitism,” to
use Jonathan Karp’s apt definition, which characterized the 1750s in Eng-
land, France and the German lands.65 In the third volume of the Magazzino
Italiano, a short note reported on the Purim celebrations in Livorno. The Jew-
ish Nation of the port city was referred to as “meritorious. . . both because it
promotes and increases trade, and because it brings benefits to the common
people by creating jobs.”66 A similar spirit, this time extended to all trading
Nations and characterized by a remarkable cosmopolitan broadmindedness,
infuses a praise of commerce, perceived as bringing happiness and wealth to
all layers of society, which appeared in the same volume.67
By the last decades of the eighteenth century, observers like the author of
Les Juifs evidently took the commercial utility of Livornese Jews for granted.
The pamphlet is remarkable, moreover, as it turns on its head the premise of
Luzzatto’s arguments. The text is a celebration of global Jewish wealth and
commercial success facilitated by wise and benevolent rulers who treat Jews
like all other subjects. The rhetorical emphasis is on Jewish industriousness
and success demonstrated by widespread networks of trade, while the dis-
course of toleration is entirely absent.
Ironically, though, Jonas’ statement at the end of the work could trigger
Christian fears of excessive growth of Jewish wealth and power. Luzzatto,
and Toland with him, had attempted to allay Christian suspicions of accumu-
lation of riches by Jewish merchants by arguing that the latter were unable
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to maintain their capital for more than three generations, since Christian law
prevented them from acquiring real estate, and, therefore, they were likely
to succumb to the adverse turns of fortune.68 Moreover, as Jonathan Karp
has noticed, the forfeiture of any claim by Jews to civic and political par-
ticipation was a feature of both Simone Luzzatto’s Discorso as well as the
Humble Adresses of Menasseh ben Israel. According to Luzzatto, the Jews
were not interested in politics and did not want to rule over gentiles through
the acquisition of land, titles, or offices.69
The situation of Livornese Jews, on the other hand, was radically different
inasmuch as they could buy property, both in the port city and its countryside,
and could thus safeguard their wealth. As will be seen momentarily, property
ownership was indeed the crucial element in the discussion of political par-
ticipation for Livornese Jews.
The “Flipside” of utility: communal reforms and Livornese Jews
Any investigation of developments in the conception of the Livornese Jewish
status in the last decades of the eighteenth century should concentrate on the
relationship between Jewish commercial usefulness and civic participation.
Contrary to what one may surmise based on the comparable, well-known
case study of Habsburg Trieste, the Livornese Jewish community’s reputa-
tion for “utility” in the eyes of the authorities and external observers was not
necessarily conducive to its social and political integration during the Old
Regime. Rather, the perceived economic usefulness of the Nazione Ebrea
contributed significantly to the Tuscan government’s conservatism when it
came to extending political rights to specific segments of Livornese Jewry.
Indeed, the commercial success and privileged status of this community may
explain the arrested political emancipation of the Nazione Ebrea of Livorno
in the 1780s when compared to the rest of Tuscan Jewry. During that decade,
both Jewish and Tuscan documents reflect a discourse of governmental pro-
tection and privileges that did not apply to Jewish communities elsewhere in
Tuscany (such as Florence and Pisa). This may explain the different political
fates of Livornese Jews as opposed to that of Jews who lived in the rest of
Tuscany. The well-known Tuscan communal reforms of 1780 shed light on
this problem.70
Grand Duke Peter Leopold of Tuscany, aided by his advisor Francesco
Maria Gianni, attempted to rationalize municipal governance as part of his
program of administrative reforms in the late 1770s. New ideas of citizenship
and political participation emerged, based on the notion that self-interested
property-owners would be ideally suited to manage the res publica concep-
tualized as a business. The municipality was conceived as an organization
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of property-owners sharing in the business of administration.71 All property-
owners were considered active political participants and thus as candidates
eligible for political representation. If elected, they should sit in the gen-
eral councils and magistracies of their municipalities and cast their ballots
to decide questions concerning public administration.72 On July 7, 1778
Peter Leopold asserted that if individual Jewish property-owners of Flo-
rence and Pisa were elected, they could sit in the general councils of their
municipalities.73
As Marcello Verga pointed out, the decision to extend civil rights to Jew-
ish property owners of Florence and Pisa seems to have come about as an
unexpected and indirect response to the changing notions of citizenship and
political participation mentioned above. Similarly, the additional decision to
include a Jewish representative on behalf of the proprietary interests of the
Nazione Ebrea in the Livornese municipality, promulgated in March 1780,
did not stem from a general plan on the part of the Tuscan administration.
Rather, it originated from the lack thereof. In other words, the themes that
animated contemporaneous European reflections on the civil and juridical
condition of the Jews did not inform the thinking of the Tuscan officials.74
The result of prolonged and difficult negotiations between the representa-
tives of the Livornese governing class, the central authorities, and the Nazione
Ebrea, the 1780 decision reflects an interpretation of political power in-
formed by Old Regime principles and hierarchies.75 Two issues emerged in
particular: the right of the numerous non-Catholic property-owners to sit in
the Livornese municipal councils and the threat that small-property owners,
Catholic or not, would pose to the old governing class. The proposal drafted
for the municipality of Livorno in August 1779 had devised a two-tiered sys-
tem, composed of a Magistrato comunitativo (communal magistracy) and a
Consiglio generale (general council) including sixteen members. Eligibility
for the higher public offices was strictly regulated by census and social class,
but everybody who owned real estate in the territory of the Commune was
eligible to be elected to the position of councilor.76 Jewish property-owners
would be included among the eligible candidates, but if elected, a Jew would
not be admitted to sit in the councils. Rather, he would appoint a Catholic
substitute to sit in his place, or refuse the office altogether, albeit without
being subject to the usual monetary penalty.
Unsatisfied with this initial plan, both the Nazione Ebrea and the repre-
sentatives of the local Livornese government, though motivated by radically
different reasons, came up with correctives. Livornese nobles tried to keep all
non-Catholic and small property owners from attaining political rights, out of
fear that the sizeable Jewish community and the petty proprietors would take
control of the city’s administration.77 The deputies of the Livornese gov-
ernment Pompeo Baldasseroni and Ferdinando Sproni objected to the ad-
mission of individual Jews to the general council and magistracy. However,
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they “found it right that such a respectable body of property-owners should
have an influence in the administration of those affairs that concern it.”78
They suggested that three Catholic procurators paid by the Jewish commu-
nity (one in the magistracy and two in the general council) should represent
the interests of the entire Nazione Ebrea, emphasizing that if Jews “wanted
to be considered as a body,” they could not enjoy individual rights.79
This striking observation in Baldasseroni’s and Sproni’s memorandum,
which has yet to be emphasized by historians, epitomizes a completely cor-
porate understanding of the Jewish condition.80 In pitting individual and cor-
porate rights against each other, the memorandum brings to mind the famous
statement to the opposite effect, uttered by Count Clermont-Tonnerre at the
French National Assembly in December 1789: “One should deny the Jews as
a nation everything and grant them everything as individuals; they must not
be either a political entity or a caste in the state.”81
For their part, Livornese Jews insisted that the 1778 decision that granted
representation to elected Jewish individuals in Florence and Pisa, be valid
in Livorno as well. After all, “because of its size and its wide commerce
[the port] always deserved the sovereign’s benefits and privileges more than
the other [Jewish communities] of the Grand Duchy.” Therefore, Livornese
Jewry should not be discriminated against and treated less well than the com-
munities of Florence and Pisa.82
The memorandum that the Livornese Jewish community sent the Grand
Duke demonstrated a keen understanding of, and support for, the burgeon-
ing concept of political participation based on self-interest and property-
ownership. Livornese Jews insisted that the presence of individual Jews in the
new magistracies was necessary, because the Nazione Ebrea owned not only
a sizable quantity of buildings in the countryside, but more than one-quarter
of the city’s real estate and “except for public buildings, it own[ed] certainly
more real estate than all other Livornese and foreign nationals together.”83
Excluding Jews from voting in support of their own interests in town would
mean to place them “under the perpetual care and government of the Livor-
nese nationals and other property-owners, which not only the Nazione reck-
ons as a great prejudice to its own interest, but also as a cause of great dis-
honor.” Such a decision was absolutely contrary to the intentions and spirit of
the new communal regulations. The Commune, conceptualized as a business,
was to be administered by people involved in it with individual interests, who
would therefore be accountable for its management.84
The final governmental resolution, issued on March 20, 1780, combined
both views, yet it reduced Jewish representation and strongly reinforced the
notion of Livornese Jewry as a separate corporate entity.85 Chapter XI reg-
ulated the relationship between the new city’s administration and the Jewish
community by reserving a fixed seat in the general council for one Jewish
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deputy in representation of the Nazione Ebrea, to be selected by the Grand
Duke among ten names submitted by the Jewish lay leaders (Massari).86
Although scholarship on Jewish civil inclusion and political emancipa-
tion has interpreted the inclusion of a Jewish representative into the general
council of Livorno as a positive step along the path of emancipation,87 the
actual significance of the Livornese regulations of March 1780 is more nu-
anced. The importance of Livornese property-ownership was officially recog-
nized by the government, which guaranteed a constant Jewish presence in the
communal administration, beating the odds of random elections. Paradoxi-
cally, however, the size and commercial importance of the Jewish minority
in Livorno, seen by the old Livornese aristocracy as a threat to its established
power, hindered the political emancipation of its individual members.
In contrast to Florentine or Pisan Jews, the Tuscan authorities preferred to
continue regarding Livornese Jews as a cohesive, corporate body, even when
the administration attempted to dismantle the privileges of all other corpo-
rate groups. On April 20 1789, as the Hapsburg-Lorraine authorities made
the first attempts at civil integration of Tuscan Jews, Peter Leopold rendered
non-Catholics and Jews politically equal to all other subjects in Tuscany—
with the exception of the Jews of Livorno, where the regulation explicitly
prohibited any modification to the decision passed nine years earlier. Thus,
while in the rest of the Grand Duchy individual Jews were admitted to all
public offices, in Livorno, which hosted the largest, wealthiest and most con-
spicuous Jewish community of the Tuscan state, they could only rely on their
single national representative. This situation persisted until Tuscany was an-
nexed to the Kingdom of Italy in 1859.88
A plausible explanation for the 1780 and 1789 governmental decisions
is that the notion of Livornese Jewry’s commercial utility encapsulated in
the Livornina in 1591 and routinely reiterated in the course of two centuries
in administrative memoranda and public discourse strengthened the govern-
ment’s inclination to preserve the corporate status of the community out of
concerns for social and political stability and out of the fear for potential
economic loss.
While the emphasis on their utility and economic worth gave the Nazione
Ebrea a distinct standing among other Jewish communities during the early
modern period and fueled its sense of safety, entitlement, and identification
with its Tuscan motherland and its “benevolent Ruler,” these liberties ulti-
mately failed to translate into greater political rights. Further evidence sug-
gests a considerable divide between the interests and goals of the Jewish
mercantile elite and the position of the local government. Although Jewish
property-owners in Livorno demonstrated a strong sense of entitlement on
several occasions, the Livornese authorities did not recognize the inclusion
of a Jewish representative in the general council of the Livornese commu-
nity as a major step in the direction of civic equality and kept relating to the
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Jewish minority in a spirit of benevolent protection.89 At a time when Euro-
pean absolutist states began to dismantle corporate interests and groups, the
Tuscan government was invested in maintaining the corporate nature of the
Jewish community.
In sum, the paradox of the arrested political development of such an influ-
ential and “useful” community is rich of implications for our understanding
of processes of Jewish integration and complicates current historiographi-
cal assumptions. In a suggestive scheme on regions of emancipation, David
Sorkin has proposed that “port Jews,” that is the social group of accultur-
ated Jews living in Mediterranean cities, such as Livorno or Trieste, or the
Atlantic seaboard, such as Bordeaux, experienced a smoother progress to
emancipation compared to Jewish communities in the German states and the
Hapsburg Empire.90 The ports where these Jewish individuals settled were
built upon the importance of commerce and pragmatism and as a result these
Jews, reputed to be commercially useful and productive, often gained liber-
ties and rights that Jews elsewhere did not possess and transitioned directly
from civil inclusion to full political emancipation.
Without any doubt the dense population, relative security and commercial
success of Livornese Jews point to a different model from that prevalent in
Central European centers where relatively smaller and poorer Jewish com-
munities were perceived as an alienated minority in need of moral and socio-
economic amelioration. Unlike French or Prussian Askhenazim, Livornese
Jewry was viewed, and viewed itself, as essential for the economic develop-
ment of the Tuscan state. The Livornese may be accurately defined as ac-
culturated Jews who were granted special privileges on the grounds of their
economic usefulness. In this sense they were “port Jews”.
This factor, however, was not sufficient to bring about substantial political
change. Unlike the rest of Tuscan Jewry, the Nazione Ebrea did not make the
transition from civil inclusion to full political emancipation as a direct result
of its mercantile, “port Jewish” status. Hence the Livornese case study casts
doubts on the analytic value of the “port Jewish” model when this category
is stretched beyond its otherwise helpful original meaning and employed to
describe a specific process of political integration. The privileged status of
certain mercantile Jewish communities, it turns out, could be a force for con-
servatism and stagnation in the long run and was not, necessarily, a trigger of
emancipation.
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